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Lance Hawvermale

PAINTINGS BY JACK HAYWARD

According to historians of American art, the art movement

not only a true contemporary of the members of the Regionalist

known as Regionalism flourished from 1920 to the late 1960s,

Triumvirate, he was also— on a local level—a living example of

interspersed with periods of popularity and decline. Like all

the “American-Scene Man” of the 1940s, 50s, and early 60s.

“schools” of artistic expression, Regionalism waxed and waned

J.N. “Jack” Hayward made northwest Oklahoma and nearby

with the ever-shifting phases of popular attitude; as a medium

areas of Kansas and Texas art conscious, while at the same time

focused entirely upon inner American concepts and ideals—as

preserving memories of the region’s past. Many authorities

opposed to broader, more universal themes—the success of

considered Hayward a rare jewel in a region of the country that

Regionalism depended entirely upon the country’s desire for

was thought to be otherwise artless, boorish, and uninspired.

introspection. When America was embroiled in World War II

Through the lives of the hundreds of students he taught and

and intent upon the international ideals of liberty and democ

the m om ents of rural history he captured on his canvas,

ignored

Hayward effectively conveyed the collective ideals

Regionalism, turning instead to more abstract

of an entire region, though it was never his inten

artistic expressions. When the nation rediscov

tion to do anything more than “just haul off and

ered its agrarian roots in the 1950s and struggled

paint.” It was said that Hayward would just as soon

with the electronic innovations of the 60s, a resur

have painted a new sign for the local barber shop

gent interest in American heroes and simplicities

than a portrait for the governor.1

racy,

critics

and

laymen

alike

led to the rebirth of Regionalism. Leading the way

Jack Hayward was born on February 3, 1903 in

throughout these social changes were three pri

an area of Indian Territory known as the Big

mary Regionalist artists: John Steuart Curry,

Pasture near present-day Davidson, Oklahoma. The

Thomas Hart Benton, and Grant Wood. Each of

nearest post office was located in Lawton—75 miles

these men achieved recognition on a national scale. Their

away. Only eleven days after he was born, Hayward’s mother

works spanned the union to communicate common ideas to

died of uremic poisoning, a result of complications during

Americans everywhere.

birth. Unable to singlehandedly care for his infant son, William

But unlike the popular Curry, Hart, and Wood, many

Leigh Hayward entrusted the boy to his maternal grandfather,

Regionalist painters were active at a local rather than a national

J. H. Rice, who traveled by train in late winter 1903 to bring

level. There, they found themselves even more able to respond

the boy to Elk City, Kansas. Hayward would grow to adulthood

to the grassroots desires of the Midwestern mind because of

in Elk City, and later in Frederick, Oklahoma. That first trip

their lifelong proximity to their subjects. Living their entire

to Elk City was indicative of the struggles of that era; the train

lives on the remnants of the great American frontier, these

was delayed by a snowstorm, and Rice and the other travelers

artists did not aspire to move millions through the deft stroke

were forced to burn the floorboards of the passenger cars to

of their camel-hair brush, but simply wished to render on

keep warm. The train operators eventually employed the same

canvas what God had built so beautifully on land. John Noel

method to fuel the engine when the coal supply was depleted.

Hayward of Alva, Oklahoma was such an artist. Hayward was

As a youngster in his grandfather’s house, Hayward came
to know the wit and wisdom of his grandfather, a man whose

1

2

circle of intimate friends included not only several Native

various art institutes and learning under a number of profes

Americans, but also one Clem Rogers, father of the incompa

sional painters. After a course at the Coaster School of design

rable Will Rogers. During this time, Hayward learned first

in Chicago, where he learned advertising and commercial

hand the stories of the white settlers, the hardships of the reser

painting skills, Hayward became a professional window-

vation Indians, and the rich history of the territory that became

trimmer, designing and decorating department-store windows

Oklahoma. Such influences would become apparent in his

throughout Kansas and Oklahoma. According to Marge, how

paintings, as he sought to present a history of the West on a

ever, “Jack was never very good at those nine-to-five jobs,”5 so

localized, emotional scale.2

it wasn’t long until the couple moved on to New Mexico, where

While Hayward was still attending school in rural

Hayward learned watercolor techniques from the Sante Fe

Oklahoma—his own artistic expression limited to cartoons ren

Regionalist, Arthur Hall. Some of Hayward’s finest works are

dered on writing tablets during class time—vast changes were

sweeping scenes of the Southwest, inspired from the time he

taking place in the aesthetics of art in the national forum. In

spent around Taos. In 1965, Jack and Marge traveled to San

reaction to the inscrutable complexities of abstract art, a new

Miguel, Mexico, where they both studied at the Institute Allende

discipline of painting emerged. This grassroots style of art,

under renowned artist Carlos Ozman. Marge was herself a

commonly known as the school of the American Scene, reached

skilled artist. She assumed the pseudonym “Carrico”—her

its apex in the early 1930s, when a Depression-weary society

mother’s maiden name—to individualize herself as a painter.6

looked to its own past for something in which to believe: folk

During the early 1950s, Hayward found his niche in the art

heroes, common experiences, American myths. Earlier painters

world. Other painters of the American Scene looked at the

of such honest, traditional themes had been quickly dismissed

rural Midwest as the vehicle in which they could convey their

as “quaint depicters of local trivia.”3 They found themselves

traditionalist messages to the nation at large. In their opinion,

pigeonholed as “regionalists,” their works roundly ignored as

“the American dilemma...arose from an unexamined tension

inconsequential to the greater art community. With the

between an agrarian past and a modern, technological society."’

Depression, though, came a new yearning among the masses,

In order to unravel this dilemma, the popular Regionalists

a desire for a return to the traditional strengths and mores on

intentionally painted serene messages of respect for the tradi

which they believed this nation was constructed. The painters

tional customs, while at the same time encouraging the viewer

of the American Scene, “in ambitious canvases and sweeping

to accept modern innovations with an open mind. The future,

murals...reasserted America’s faith in itself by holding up a

they claimed, would then take care of itself.

mirror to the land.”4 Though the images in this mirror were

Hayward had no such gilded theories. He was an out-

often so stereotypically stalwart as to almost be caricatures,

doorsman and a historian, desiring only to capture a moment,

their appearance in grandiose murals won wide popularity. It

an emotion, an old battlefield, depicting the attitudes and

was into such a world that Jack Hayward emerged, a 1930s

ancestry of a people so that Westerners might not forget their

genre representationalist with an easy familiarity for the sub

past.

jects he painted.

Regionalists and painted similar scenes, Hayward never iden

Though he was active during the heyday of the

Hayward had little formal training in art. Uncertain of his

tified himself with such artists. His credo was a simple one:

ultimate career choice, Hayward took a brief course in per

“Learn to see and appreciate what is around you. God’s world

spective drawing at the University of Kansas. He also attended

is beautiful.”6

the Northwestern State Teachers College (now Northwestern

Somewhat unaware, then, of the social significance of his

Oklahoma State University), but never earned a degree. It was

own contribution, Hayward traveled the Great Plains and the

while living in Alva that he married; Jack and Marjorie Hayward

Southwest, from New Mexico to South Dakota, depicting local

were wed in 1927, and spent the next several years traveling to

historical events, often based only on the verbal accounts of the

men who farmed or warred there. His subjects were never con

Hayward’s affable m anner and rootsy wisdom attracted

trived from his own imagination. He painted what he saw or

many students in the region of northwest Oklahoma, many of

what was described to him as true, thus his works displayed the

whom already possessed a high degree of technical excellence

feeling and honesty of reality. Upon seeing an elaborate

in oil painting. Among the students at his Woodward work

Hayward sketch of a South Dakota man taking a bath in a cattle

shops in 1950 were several art teachers from surrounding high

trough, one might think the drawing a rather trite depiction

schools. Characteristically self-effacing, Hayward remarked of

of the stereotypical American cowboy. The truth, however, is

his class, “I learned quite a bit from them.”

that “Hayward happened to be around with a sketch pad when

Hayward’s thirty-year love affair with

northw est

the cowhand decided to hop into the tank for his weekly

Oklahoma—specifically the Alva and Freedom areas—truly

cleanup.”9 Hayward did not attempt to paint a message or par

began in 1951, when he opened his first art studio in Alva.

ticular emotion into his work. He simply captured on his

Located in the basement of what was then the Monfort Drug

canvas the emotion that was so evident to him in his subjects.

Store, Hayward’s studio was set up in an abandoned bowling

In the late 1940s, Hayward accepted a job with a sports

alley beneath what is today Short’s Fitness Center. With his

mans’ magazine, Brill’s Outdoor Guide, and was employed with

easels propped on scoring tables and his paintings of Indian

the magazine until it went out of business in 1951. Hayward

treaties cluttering the bowling lanes, Hayward entertained chil

was a lifelong outdoors enthusiast, hence his natural affinity

dren from local high schools, tutored several students, and

for the scenes that he painted. During his tenure

worked on the many commissions he received for

as advertising agent for Brill’s , Hayward had the

his work. One of the paintings he finished while

opportunity to visit many of the locales depicted

occupying this subterranean studio was a rendering

in the magazine—the perfect form of employment

of the Osage Indian, John Stink. Like most of

for an avid outdoorsm an.

During this tim e,

Hayward’s subjects, Stink was a historical figure of

Hayward’s skill as a sportsman brought him recog

Oklahoma’s entertaining past. As the artist himself

nition on a national scale, to complement his rep

explained, “John [was] an Osage Indian who was

utation as an artist. In 1948, Hayward won the

buried alive, but dogs dug open his grave before he

title of national Trick-Casting Champion, and was

suffocated. It was during a flu epidemic, and John

asked to appear across the country as a master fly-

was in such a deep coma that his friends believed

caster. He demonstrated his prowess in this craft in the Frank

him to be dead.” Hayward delighted in such tales, and his

Dancer Sport Show, instructing his assistant to mark off 25

schoolboy fascination with them was apparent in the emotion

paces and stand motionless with a burning cigarette between

displayed by the figures he painted.11

his lips. Hayward then proceeded to cast with incredible accu

Hayward sold the portrait of John Stink to Martin J.

racy, neatly extinguishing the cigarette as if his fishing rod

Reinhart of Oklahoma City, a man who held one of the most

were a whip.10

extensive collections of American Indian paintings in the

Moments such as these distanced Hayward from his more

country. Other Hayward works were purveyed to such organi

famous contemporaries. While Grant Wood was busy writing

zations as the Planning and Resources Board in the state

his social commentary on the American Scene rebellion against

capitol, the Oklahoma Club, the No-Man’s Land Historical

“Parisian aesthetics,” John Noel Hayward was living the

Museum in Ponca City, the Oklahoma Publishing Company,

American Scene. His paintings resonated with the integrity of

the Plains Indians and Pioneer Historical Foundation, and the

someone who had seen and heard and smelled the scenes

South Dakota Historical Society. On May 24, 1955, Hayward

depicted on his canvas.

presented a portrait of Governor Raymond Gary to the gov
ernor himself at the State Chamber of Commerce meeting. In

3

4

1962 his work was displayed in art shows at Panhandle A&M

interviews with the actual pioneers who settled the West in the

College, as well as in the Kansas cities of Goodwell, Sedan, and

late nineteenth century. In this sense, then, Hayward was a true

Independence. In 1964, under commission from the town of

historian.14

Elk City, Kansas, Hayward painted the nineteenth-century Davis

Always on the lookout for an entertaining subject, Hayward

Trading Post, which was formerly located on the Elk River just

once remarked how he planned to paint a picture of an Indian

west of the city. The painting was then reproduced for the

taking his family for a ride in a hearse. As Hayward explained,

cover of Elk City, Kansas— Then and Now, a publication sold

“An undertaker had bought a new hearse and the Indian who

door-to-door by the local Junior Study Club. But even as his

saw it thought the fancy horse-drawn rig so pretty he bought

paintings reached new and more distant audiences, Hayward

it to take his family riding in. He also decorated his cowponies’

was able to keep his perspective, retreating to the quiet safety

bridles with fancy plumes used in funeral processions.”15 This

of the nearest fishing hole. Despite the fact that he was on his

was the typical Hayward method of research and application.

way to instructing a lifetime total of over 500 students and

Such moments in history to him were priceless.

selling his paintings to collectors from as far away as Yorktown,

Perhaps Hayward’s greatest contribution to the state of his

Saskatchewan, Hayward retained his humility, softly remarking,

birth was his effort to publicize the beauty and rich history of

“Anyone who can comb his hair can paint.’’12

northwest Oklahoma. He painted extensively the plains around

On the national scene, Hayward exhibited his work in art

Alva, the rocks and caves of Freedom, and the red bluffs of the

shows across the country. Twelve of his oil paintings appeared

Cimarron. Though Alva’s Monfort drug store was destroyed in

in the Oceanside Art Festival from April 15 to 17, 1967, in

a fire shortly after Hayward moved his studio there in 1951, the

Jacksonville. Florida. Fifteen years earlier, Hayward had first

artist wasn’t discouraged. His next studio was located in the

earned national recognition with his efforts for the state of

back of the former Bell Hotel. From there he moved to 129

South Dakota. In keeping with his tradition of painting only

Flynn Street, where he continued to paint and instruct. In a

what was historically accurate, Hayward rendered what the sec

1966 folio he compiled to be exhibited in show, Hayward

retary of the South Dakota Historical Society, Will G. Robinson,

sketched in charcoal eight different aspects of western

described as "a scene depicting the difficulty that Lewis and

Oklahoma, including the natural rock bridge near the Alabaster

Clark had with Black Buffalo just north of Bad River on what

Caverns, a scene from the Glass Mountains, Red Rock Canyon,

is now the lower end of Main Street in Ft. Pierre.”12 Hayward

an old corral at Ft. Sill, Sheridan’s Cabin at El Reno, and a

first became interested in subjects such as the Lewis and Clark

remarkable depiction of the Battle of the Washita, where the

expedition through extensive reading, research, and amateur

great Cheyenne chief Black Kettle was killed.16

When he wasn’t busy with his numerous annual art shows,

Though he never enjoyed the critical atten tio n of other

Hayward worked on comm ission. In 1966 Alva’s Central

American Scene artists, Hayward was a far better guide to the

National Bank purchased a Hayward portrait of Miss Gertrude

Midwest region and its people because of his lifelong immer

Meyers, a contestant in that year’s Cinderella Pageant. Just

sion in the land that he loved. He was the consum m ate

south of the Alva townsite lies the setting for his painting,

“American-Scene Man,” a hunter, traveler, historian, and bard.

Evening of the Run, a work which depicts the first Alva-area set

Jack Hayward died on July 18,1977, at the age of 74, leaving

tlers on the night of September 16, 1893. In another com

behind a raft of work which reads like a history book of the

mission—this one by the Freedom State Bank in 1950—

Great Plains. Even twenty years after his death, Hayward’s

Hayward depicted the Powers Ranch. In July 1970, four of

paintings are still displayed in such prominent places as the

Hayward’s paintings com prised the cover of the Pioneer

Woods County Courthouse, the Freedom post office, the Eagle’s

Telephone Cooperative phone directory, which serviced the

Nest Cafe in Freedom, and Alva’s VIP restaurant. Though

areas of Dover, Loyal, Kingfisher, and Omega. The subjects of

Hayward’s work will probably never appear in a history text

these paintings included Jesse Chisholm, a grain elevator in

and his methods never taught in college art class, his aptitude

Harper county, the bluffs of the Cimarron River near Freedom

for his craft cannot be denied. His legacy lies in the lives that

and the Left Hand Springs at Geary. Certainly one of Hayward’s

he touched.18 —-

most long-lasting contributions to northwest Oklahoma was
the Nescatunga Arts Festival. Hayward was one of the original
founders of the event, serving as the festival’s first president.
He was also responsible for founding the Jack Hayward-Franc
Wyatt Award, given annually to the outstanding senior athlete
of Northwestern Oklahoma State University. Throughout his
career, Hayward maintained strong relations with the Alva area,
the city where he felt most at home.” 17
Though Hayward achieved a fair amount of local notoriety,
he was continuously humanized by stories such as that of a cer
tain hunting trip at a local pond owned by Ott Wiebener.
As Hayward related the story, he and several friends mis
takenly opened fire on a group of wooden decoys that Wiebener
had placed in the water to attract mallards. “Ott was as mad
as a wet hen,” Hayward recalled, “and you couldn’t blame him.”
Although he never aspired to such aesthetic heights,
Hayward successfully fulfilled the full scope of the Regionalist
intentions. It was the written and spoken goal of Benton,
Curry, and Wood to remind an industrialized nation of its
agrarian beginnings, to reconcile old values with the electri
fied life of the twentieth century. In this capacity, Hayward bril

Endnotes
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2Alva Review-Courier, 12 April 1953, p. 24.
3 American Painting 1900-1970, ed. Jerry Korn (New York:
TimeLife, 1970), 62.
4 Ibid., 63.
5 Mrs. Majorie Hayward, interview by author, Tape recording,
Alva, Oklahoma, Oct.-Nov., 1996
6 Enid Daily Eagle, 17 November 1966.
7 Mary Scholz Guedon, Regionalist Art (New Jersey: Scarecrow
Press, 1982), ix.
8 Daily Oklahoman, 20 May 1970.
9 Wichita Beacon, 26 January 1953.
10 Daily Oklahoman, 12 January 1952; Independence Daily
Reporter, 19 May 1954.
11 Alva-Review-Courier, 12 April 1953, p. 24
12 Independence Daily Reporter, 24 April 1964; Ponca City
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17 January 1954; Daily Oklahoman, 14 January 1962.
13 Letter to J. N. Hayward, by Will G. Robinson, 11 December
1952.
14 Alva Review-Courier, 30 March 1967.
15 Alva Review,-Courier, 12 April 1953, p. 24.
16 Oklahoma’s Orbit, 17 April 1966.
17 Alva Review-Courier, 4 December 1966.
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liantly succeeded. Through his research and casual interviews,
he unearthed individual moments of Midwestern history, and
from his talented interpretation of these people and events, he
was able to emotionally convey the simple grandeur of the past.
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